Central Coast Quilters
Block of the Month
September 2011
Friendship Star with 4-patch corners

GUILD provides:
- Salmon: for 4-patch
- darker floral print for center square and star points

YOU provide:
- White: for star points (backgrounds) and 4-patch

Friendship star and star points:
- White - cut 2 – 4 7/8” squares, then cut diagonally once
- dark floral - cut 2 – 4 7/8” squares, then cut diagonally once
  - (also from dark floral) cut 1 – 4 ½” square for center of friendship star
-sew dark floral and white triangles together to make 4 star points

Four Patches:

-Sew white 2 ½” strip and salmon 2 ½” strip together (will be 4 ½” wide), cut into 8 - 2 ½” segments, then sew together to make four– 4- patches for corner. (4-patches should be 4 ½” square)

Assemble block as in sketch with 4 patch in each corner, placing white squares in outermost corners.